Wastewater and WastewaterTreatment Explained
Wastewater
Wastewater is any water that has been adversely affected in quality by anthropogenic
influence. It comprises liquid waste discharged by domestic residences, commercial
properties, industry, and/or agriculture and can encompass a wide range of potential
contaminants and concentrations. In the most common usage, it refers to the municipal
wastewater that contains a broad spectrum of contaminants resulting from the mixing of
wastewaters from different sources.
Wastewater Treatment
Sewage treatment, or domestic wastewater treatment, is the process of removing
contaminants from wastewater, both runoff (effluents) and domestic. It includes physical,
chemical and biological processes to remove physical, chemical and biological
contaminants. Its objective is to produce a waste stream (or treated effluent) and a solid
waste or sludge suitable for discharge or reuse back into the environment. This material is
often inadvertently contaminated with many toxic organic and inorganic compounds.
Sewage is created by residences, institutions, hospitals and commercial and industrial
establishments. It can be treated close to where it is created (in septic tanks, biofilters or
aerobic treatment systems), or collected and transported via a network of pipes and pump
stations to a municipal treatment plant (see sewerage and pipes and infrastructure).
Sewage collection and treatment is typically subject to local, state and federal regulations
and standards. Industrial sources of wastewater often require specialized treatment
processes (see Industrial wastewater treatment).
The sewage treatment involves three stages, called primary, secondary and tertiary
treatment. First, the solids are separated from the wastewater stream. Then dissolved
biological matter is progressively converted into a solid mass by using indigenous, waterborne microorganisms. Finally, the biological solids are neutralized then disposed of or
re-used, and the treated water may be disinfected chemically or physically (for example
by lagoons and micro-filtration). The final effluent can be discharged into a stream, river,
bay, lagoon or wetland, or it can be used for the irrigation of a golf course, green way or
park. If it is sufficiently clean, it can also be used for groundwater recharge or
agricultural purposes.
Activated Sludge
Activated sludge is a process dealing with the treatment of sewage and industrial
wastewaters. Atmospheric air or pure oxygen is bubbled through primary treated sewage
(or industrial wastewater) combined with organisms to develop a biological floc which
reduces the organic content of the sewage. The combination of raw sewage (or industrial
wastewater) and biological mass is commonly known as Mixed Liquor. In all activated
sludge plants, once the sewage (or industrial wastewater) has received sufficient

treatment, excess mixed liquor is discharged into settling tanks and the treated
supernatant is run off to undergo further treatment before discharge. Part of the settled
material, the sludge, is returned to the head of the aeration system to re-seed the new
sewage (or industrial wastewater) entering the tank. This fraction of the floc is called
Return Activated Sludge (R.A.S.). Excess sludge which eventually accumulates beyond
what is returned is called Waste Activated Sludge (W.A.S.). W.A.S is removed from the
treatment process to keep the ratio of biomass to food supplied (sewage or wastewater) in
balance. This is called the F:M ratio. W.A.S is stored away from the main treatment
process in storage tanks and is further treated by digestion, either under anaerobic or
aerobic conditions prior to disposal.
Regional Utilities Sandestin Wastewater Treatment Plant
Sequencing batch reactors (SBR) or sequential batch reactors are industrial
processing tanks for the treatment of wastewater. SBR reactors treat waste water such as
sewage or output from anaerobic digesters or mechanical biological treatment facilities in
batches. Oxygen is bubbled through the waste water to reduce biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD) and chemical oxygen demand (COD) to make suitable for discharge into
sewers or for use on land.
The installation consists of at least two identically equipped tanks with a common inlet,
which can be switched between them. The tanks have a “flow through” system, with raw
wastewater (influent) coming in at one end and treated water (effluent) flowing out the
other. While one tank is in settle/decant mode the other is aerating and filling. At the inlet
is a section of the tank known as the bio-selector. This consists of a series of walls or
baffles which direct the flow either from side to side of the tank or under and over
consecutive baffles. This helps to mix the incoming Influent and the returned activated
sludge, beginning the biological digestion process before the liquor enters the main part
of the tank.
There are four stages to treatment, fill, aeration, settling and decanting. The aeration stage
involves adding air to the mixed solids and liquid either by the use of fixed or floating
mechanical pumps or by blowing it into finely perforated membranes fixed to the floor of
the tank. During this period the inlet valve to the tank is open and a returned activated
sludge pump takes mixed liquid and solids (mixed liquor) from the outlet end of the tank
to the inlet. This “seeds” the incoming sewage with live bacteria.
Aeration times vary according to the plant size and the composition/quantity of the
incoming liquor, but are typically 60 – 90 minutes. The addition of oxygen to the liquor
encourages the multiplication of aerobic bacteria and they consume the nutrients. This
process encourages the production of nitrogen compounds as the bacteria increase their
number, a process known as nitrification.
To remove phosphorus compounds from the liquor aluminium sulfate (alum) is often
added during this period. It reacts to form non-soluble compounds, which settle into the
sludge in the next stage.

The settling stage is usually the same length in time as the aeration. During this stage the
sludge formed by the bacteria is allowed to settle to the bottom of the tank. The aerobic
bacteria continue to multiply until the dissolved oxygen is all but used up. Conditions in
the tank, especially near the bottom are now more suitable for the anaerobic bacteria to
flourish. Many of these, and some of the bacteria which would prefer an oxygen
environment, now start to use nitrogen as a base element and extract it from the
compounds in the liquid, using up the nitrogen compounds created in the aeration stage.
This is known as denitrification.
As the bacteria multiply and die, the sludge within the tank increases over time and a
waste activated sludge pump removes some of the sludge during the settle stage to a
digester for further treatment. The quantity or “age” of sludge within the tank is closely
monitored, as this can have a marked effect on the treatment process.
The sludge is allowed to settle until clear water is on the top 20%-30% of the tank
contents.
The decanting stage most commonly involves the slow lowering of a scoop or “trough”
into the basin. This has a piped connection to a lagoon where the final effluent is stored
for disposal to a wetland, tree growing lot, ocean outfall, or to be further treated for use
on parks, golf courses etc.
Biochemical Oxygen Demand or Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD)
Biochemical Oxygen Demand or Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) is a chemical
procedure for determining how fast biological organisms use up oxygen in a body of
water. It is used in water quality management and assessment, ecology and environmental
science. BOD is not an accurate quantitative test, although it could be considered as an
indication of the quality of a water source.
BOD can be used as a gauge of the effectiveness of wastewater treatment plants. It is
listed as a conventional pollutant in the U.S. Clean Water Act.
Most pristine rivers will have a 5-day BOD below 1 mg/L. Moderately polluted rivers
may have a BOD value in the range of 2 to 8 mg/L. Municipal sewage that is efficiently
treated by a three stage process would have a value of about 20 mg/L or less. Untreated
sewage varies, but averages around 600 mg/L in Europe and as low as 200 mg/L in the
U.S., or where there is severe groundwater or surface water infiltration. (The generally
lower values in the U.S. derive from the much greater water use per capita than other
parts of the world.)

